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8:45 pm. 
 
Swami:  Good evening, guys. 
 
Students: Good evening, Swami. 
 
Swami:  Everybody had your Group Leaders discussion completed? 
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Lucia, can you sing my favorite song? 
 
Lucia: I´m not sure which one you mean? 
 
Swami:  Gustav, sing my favorite song. 
 
Gustav sings Swamigatam Krishna 
 
Swami: Any questions Nityaananda? In a general knowledge, in any… in 
depth where you got confused? 
 
Nityaananda: I don't feel much confusion Guruji, but I am understanding 
we need to link to the Guru Parampara? 
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Swami:  Speak loud. 
 
Nityaananda:  I said, I am understanding we need to understand how to 
link to the Guru Parampara most powerfully. That is the source of the 
austerity power, that’s the source of the Brahma Consciousness, that’s the 
source of the guidance, it’s the source of the protection circles. So, how to 
open that channel and keep that channel open as if, like we were with you 
right now, always. Like you are with us right now always. 
 
Swami: What else? 
 
Nityaananda: How to take the help of other divine souls in our processes. 
 
Swami: Um-hum. How to take the? 
 
Nityaananda: How to take the help of other divine souls in our processes? 
 
Swami:  Good question. Ya next? 
 
Nityaananda: The Kala Chakra, how to understand, how to control that?  
How it´s hitting us in a bad way…and we don't want that. How to 
protect...I mean, you’ve given systems for protecting against that but the 
Kala Chakra is actually a place of…I don't feel confident in my 
understanding of it Guruji. 
 
Swami: What is your question exactly here, what is your confusion? 
 
Nityaananda: We said the Kala Chakra is some how connected the nature, 
and it´s holding our karmas and it´s releasing those and hitting us… 
 
Swami:  There is no clarity. Simone? 
 
Nityaananda:  No I don’t. 
 
Simone:  Yes Swami? 
 
Swami:  You understand his question? 
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Simone: No, it was about how kama and time, kala are connected and how 
it is....connected to the nature. Kama and karma but I can’t really put the 
question perfectly what the question was. Maybe you repeat it? 
 
Nityaananda:  No....I didn't know how to ask the question. 
 
Swami:  That is a problem. 
 
Nityaananda:  Yes. How is the kala holding our karmas? 
 
Swami: Let’s say, maybe what I understood. How to win the kala chakra? 
 
Nityaananda: That sounds good.  
 
Swami: How to win the clock? Over all, entire everything, how to win the 
time?  I’ll explain that.  Do you have any questions, Simone? 
 
Simone: No, not at the moment. 
 
Swami: Anybody? 
 
Constanze: We will get an experience, maybe, and we will receive energy 
through that experience. How we can hold that energy forever and ever 
and regenerate that?  
 
Swami: Give me an example please? 
 
Constanze: For example, in a Mother darshan we are receiving a stroke, a 
quantum of energy. How we can really hold that and use to implement? Or, 
we witness for example Kandana Yoga. It’s changed our soul vibration.  
How we can hold that and develop? 
 
Swami:  Okay, Lucia? 
 
Lucia:  Connected to the Kala Chakra and…  
 
Swami:  Speak loud. 
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Lucia:  Connected to the Kala Chakra and the crucifixion, I really, really 
would like to know the order of happenings. Like, we know the womb 
chakra is involved, we know the mother’s womb chakra is involved, we 
know ash is involved, we know Kala Chakra is involved, but we don't 
really understand the order and the interaction between these things, to 
make that happen, the healing. 
 
Swami: What do you mean by order? 
Lucia: Well, we need these different energies being involved in that healing 
after the Kandana Yoga but we don't know what is coming after what? And 
who is pulling what and sending what? Like, there seems, maybe… 
 
Swami: No. 
 
Lucia:   There is an order and interaction between the energies. 
 
Swami: Nancy? 
 
Nancy: I don’t have any questions. 
 
Swami: Are you sure? 
 
Nancy: Well, I would ask one, one question:  How Jesus prepared for the 
crucifixion in advance? 
 
Swami: Say again? 
 
Nancy:  How did Jesus prepare for the crucifixion in advance? 
 
Swami: How much you are prepared for any experience? How much you 
are prepared for any experience, it´s my question to you?  
 
Nancy:  Well, if I know what’s coming. 
 
Swami: How come I can say that advancely to you, it is coming to you like 
that? 
 
Nancy:  Well, because of a Kandana Yoga process, one part. 
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Swami: It is the maya is going to hit you. Which form of the maya is going 
to hit you? How you are going to be prepared today? How you can handle 
that? How much you prepared? And what you prepared for that, explain to 
me. 
 
Nancy:  Well I would... 
 
Swami:  In the last night I talked the worst, the highest - all angles. Try to 
be prepared. I gave the choice to the Nityaananda that, to explain that. So 
you…what you prepared?  As a leader, what you prepared them? 
 
Nancy: We haven't gotten to that state yet because we haven’t chosen 
which of the three. 
 
Swami: Whatever the three is, how much for what you prepared? 
 
Nancy: We already charged some mantras, charge our protection circles, 
build our austerities energies… 
 
Swami: Hmmh...is make sense to you Nityaananda? 
 
Nityaananda: No, not in the right detail.  
 
Swami: Are you satisfied with her answer? 
 
Nityaananda:  No. 
 
Swami:  Simone, are you satisfied with her answer? 
 
Simone: No, I would say if we try to get, be clear what we want, and be 
confident with that, what we really are asking for, and then at the same 
time not to have too much expectations and to go beyond the experience. 
 
Swami: Speak loud please. Don’t feel intense, just feel relaxly - we have lot 
of time. Don’t worry, until to morning 5 am, I am not sending you to your 
rooms and take a sleep. Unn-uhn... Yes, can you repeat Simone? 
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Simone: So yes, I tried to say, when we try to prepare ourselves for the 
experience. We tried to first to come up with what kind of experience we 
would like to, from our heart, would like to have. And then try to feel 
confident with that. Try to find out what does it mean for us, and for the 
world. And then, at the same time, to give up to have too much 
expectations, just when it happens, to be in the moment, be with the energy, 
and go beyond that. So, that way we thought we are good prepared for 
whatever you will choose.  
 

Swami: Simple answer for entire things: Quit, leave the fear out. Fear? 
Out, any circumstance; strong determination, Strong determination; To 
observe the master, the way of which angle he is going, as much as you 
can understand, and taking that indirectly, the… in that sense and take 
the direction.  It might, can help you.  

 
Ravanasura asked the Lord Shiva. He gave a darshan and appeared. Lord 
Shiva asked, “What do you want?” to Ravananasura, who did the amazing 
austerities power. His desire is different before, after he saw 
Ardhanarishwari Parvati, he choosed Parvati, the Shiva’s wife: “Give your 
wife.” He crashed. And finally Ravanasura’s master, Sukracharya, he 
helped him. Even though it´s Shiva and Mother Divine, they gave darshan 
and he choosed the mother, choosing the mother - the way of he is choosing 
it, that is a different story.  
 
The power is coming to you, good, the way of utilizing that power, 
implementing that energy in the nature - that is a tricky point. Without 
power you are not a master. You cannot heal the globe with love. You can 
save pretty good, but without power - no way. Jesus Christ is nothing but 
pure Maha Kali structure. I told you before in the talks. But finally after she 
relaxed, the one supreme soul generated, that is Jesus’ soul. Choosing the 
SATHYA, DHARMA, SHANTI - 3rd option, and 4th option PREMA. Then 
he’s demonstrating unbelievable things in the planet.    
 
Before reaching to the Jesus, first the Shiva-Shakti energy you need to win 
it. With evidence in the palm leaf, the shiva yantra what you drawn on the 
copper sheet with the cross, without…wherever his soul went out, back to 
the Shiva, again the Mother broughted. In the Palm leaf there is a certain 
chakras is there, you can see that in the Palm leaf, the same Palm leaf. 
 
Nityaananda: Yes Guruji.  
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Swami:  Certain chakras, each chakra bijaksharas, that specific chakras 
need to be waken in you, and to make a link to the you and Jesus soul 
forever and ever. That is the biggest step. In order to do that, first you need 
to make it the Shiva alahala to make it calm down in your soul - in your 
soul - in your soul… your soul is nothing but pure Shiva-Shakti energy.  
Shakti is the Kala, Shiva is nothing but the Kama.  
 
Vishvamitra Maharshi, he used the Shakti Gayatri, he winned the Shiva 
energy, too. On the ancient days thousands of information and formulas 
they written in the palm leaf books, with evidence and proof and yantra, 
mantra shastras. Mantra is a powerful. Yantra is a powerful. One mantra 
cannot exist without yantra. One yantra cannot exist without bijaksharas, 
the mantras. Whenever it is both is combined in a good proper way, 
utilizing it…many people they think, “Tantric Veda, Tantric Kriya”. There 
is many, many, layers of the tantrics. The way of utilizing for the good 
purpose, it´s always is the divine. Whenever you see the Maha Kali, 
everybody they think it is a kind of evil energy. But it is... she is so kind to 
taking care of the negativity. Purifying the negativity, the worst, highest 
negativity. Now-a-days, day-by-day, the Kala Chakra negative influence, 
negative vibrations in this planet is growing, growing, growing, growing, 
growing… Every decade (difficult to hear), time, second it’s a danger, and 
it’s a pleasure too, as much as we have a chance to win the both - the real 
father and mother. On the days, the boss Jesus, he mentioned, “Yes, my 
students will become very powerful than me.” That day is came...that day 
is came!  
 
Without Guru Parampara`s blessings, you won`t be here guys. He want to 
teach you something. I am only an instrument. I am like your friend. 
Something what I know it - just I am your guide. Practicing, and receiving 
and everything, abilities, how with the way you are using it, that is in your 
hands. I am sure the Baba and Jesus, they will do a good job on your soul to 
make it take off in a smooth way. But the filtering is the most important. 
One part in my life also, I wasted...it’s not wasted, it’s kind of, I deserve, not 
in negative way, to see the human psychology.  
 
Many people they come with their problems to me, in front of me. Instead 
of asking their problems, “Swami, bless us whatever the best for me.” “I 
have the family problems, this and that, but I want to know the reality, put 
me in the reality.” Your body is the reality? Your beauty is the reality? Your 
wealth is the reality? Your name and fame is the reality?  You and the 
divine link is the reality forever and ever! That is the Satchitananda, pure, 
pure, crystal divine love. There is a thousands, hundreds of thousands of 
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supreme powerful souls, they even though is existing right now, today in 
the planet, the healers, they are very quiet, they left to the mother decision, 
“Do whatever you want to do.” But some people they are supporting from 
the distance, to somebody.  
 
Some people directly, they are in the field in the cultivation. Today I am in 
the field, I am doing the field work...fieldwork? Yes, right now I am in the 
fieldwork. Actually, I don’t want to come to this fieldwork but yes! Again, 
next lifetime I have to come. I cannot escape. I told it where I am going to 
born next lifetime. So, Kruta Yuga is over. Treta Yuga is over. Dwarapa 
Yuga is over. Kali Yuga is over. Now Sai Yuga - Datta Yuga…  Sai Yuga 
means Datta Yuga is entered, is also going very fast. We are in the climax 
stage. Until your frequency of your soul, to know...recognizing of your 
reality - Bimba-Pratibimba Kriya, I mentioned it, MIRRORISM, BIMBA-
PRATIBIMBA KRIYA - action to reaction. Even with your, even today in 
your lifetime, you no need to go to the hell. Heaven and hell - everything is 
here whenever you are here on this earth in this lifetime. Majority you have 
to pay your bill here and go back. Good thing, bad things whatever you 
have done. Good things with interest it will come. Bad things with more 
interest it will come back. I am not giving a fear, it´s a reality. It is the?  
 
Students: Reality. 
 
Swami: Is any confusion on this, guys?  
 
Students: No. 
 
Swami:  Is it true or not?  
 
Studetns: True 
 
Swami:  You sure?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  How many problems you faced, Nityaananda in your life? 
 
Nityaananda: To my experience I’ve faced a lot of problems. 
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Swami:  You given any problems to anybody?  
  
Nityaananda: Yes. 
 
Swami:  Again it came back to you? 
 
Nityaananda: Yes, yes. 
 
Swami: Who did not have any problems is here? (laughter) Who is very 
happy here? Who is that? 
 
Student: Me, I am happy. 
 
Swami:  Who is that?  You sure?  
 
Student:  Yes. 
 
Swami:   Which angle are you happy? 
Katrin: Which angle? Oh, in all angles… I am here. I am here with you. I´m 
here to, I can learn. To be here is the best time of my life. I am happy. 
 
Swami: Can you spell it?  
 
Student: Yes, I can. H-A-P-P-Y. Happy. 
 
Swami: Good, good. I will ask you tomorrow that. Yes, you are all guys is 
happy, but leave it, everything, your unhappiness to the feet of the Baba. I 
don't know why you are not giving up. Just give up...leave it to his feet. 
He’ll take care. 
 
Good, whatever you Group Leaders you choosed, three boons whatever it 
is out of three, one. Whatever it is, no problem. That`s not a big deal. More 
over, how much you really open your heart for any extension, for any 
extreme. What is the most, worst extreme like Jesus Christ’s life, isn’t it, 
more than that, anything? Ultimate finally he is die, soul squeezing, feel 
horrible, feel so painful, depressed… If you ignore that, what is it? What is 
it?  Nothing.  
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Thousands of saints early morning, 3:30 - 4:00 o’clock they’re going, 
especially in the North India, to the Gangajal, the water, holy river, and 
they are sitting in the water, and meditating different, different yoga-
asanas. Is anybody has the Kumbha Mela pictures, guys? A video cassette, 
something?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Everybody saw that?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Do you think they are all psychiatric patients?  
 
Students: No. 
 
Swami:  Simone? 
 
Simone: No, I don’t think so. 
 
Swami:  You sure? 
 
Simone: Ya. Sometimes it looks like for the western mind but we know 
better.    
            
Swami:  I think you are pure typical Britisher, isn’t it?  
 
Simone:  A mixture of British and German. 
 
Swami: You can win everything in the planet, except Saraswati. Except?  
 
Students: Saraswati. 
 
Swami:  Saraswati, she tried maximum best to get a good husband. She 
went to the Brahma. Brahma, he tried maximum best to make her happy, 
and to get her in his life. One fine evening Saraswati asked, “What can I do 
for you?” Brahma asked, “Give me whatever you have the knowledge, just 
transfer to me to that.” She said he cannot able to handle that, absolutely 
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not. Then Brahma got very super upset, and he had a big fight with her. “I 
will definitely win you. It’s a challenge!”  They had a bet. Saraswati used 
her energy to made him as an old man. “Now, if you can make me happy 
now I will give you anything.” Forget it! That’s why, “Saraswati 
namoostubhyam, varadeev Kama Rupini.” Knowledge is nothing but as a 
spirit, it is evaporates. Even though I teached you thousands of hours 
unbelievable subject, after you heard ten, since ten years, hardly you cannot 
remember maybe a thousand points but luckily Brahma got his 
consciousness -  Brahma consciousness - through that, he is channeling to 
her. That is Sankirtana achariya. Sankirtana, through the music entire, 
every mantra, bijaksharas, everything is hidden in the music. That music is 
that much power, for example the conch, damaruka, naga nada. This are 
all, is quite amazing vibrations. There is a hidden bijaksharas is there. We 
will go later on in the immortal enlightenment course.   
 
But the Shiva, he winned the Mother Divine, Parvati. First Parvati had the 
3rd eye and she want to marry him. Shiva, he’s so intelligent person, even 
though he is a bola shankara, he’s very most powerful intelligent person 
than the Krishna.  “Give your 3rd eye.” Give your?  
 
Students: 3rd eye. 
 
Swami: “Then I will definitely, I will fulfill your desire.” She said, “You 
cannot able to tolerate that 3rd eye, it is super powerful fire element.” He 
said, “I will try, otherwise I again, I will give back to you.” “Okay,  fine”. 
And she transferred the 3rd eye and immediately he gave a signal to the 
naga. The cobra is enter to the 3rd eye. If you saw the cobra on the back 
side, a mark like a “U” shape with two eyes, like a peacock feathers. Only 
the cobra has that. Even the mother she wants to take that back, that cobra, 
the two eyes the backside. He made her confused, “Which eye is mine?”  
She made a, like a little link that - underneath he is hided it, that - time is 
over. Within a fraction of seconds she need to take that. That’s why he 
always kept the... even though the cobra is giving wild sound, Shiva is 
always in the  deep trance….to make the Shiva energy to be awake, only 
damaruka. Only?  
 
Students: Damaruka. 
 
Swami:  Or conch sound, or conch, holy water. Some conches, divine 
conches non-stop it will give the bleeding, unbelievable nectar from in it, 
from through that. I think a few people saw that one conch, what your 
Swami is having it. Anything else? 
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Leslie: What is Jesus’ relationship to Shiva? 
 
Swami:  What is the relationship between the Maha Kali and Shiva? Who is 
hidden in the Maha Kali, Leslie?  What? 
 
Leslie:  They are together all the time. 
 
Swami:  Who? 
 
Leslie: Maha Kali and Shiva. 
 
Swami: Who is hidden in the Maha Kali, Nityaananda? 
 
Nityaananda: Everything is inside of her, Shiva is inside of her too, 
everything came together to make her. 
 
Swami: Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara, Lakshmi, Durga, Saraswati, all 
sapta rishis, all devatas, angels, entire divine spirits is one form of - that is 
Maha Kali. Read the Kali Purana. Mahishasura Mardini. Mahishasura is a 
big, evil rakshasa. To handle him, it’s not possible to handle. Only through 
Shiva energy, only Vishnu energy -  everybody gathered, Lakshmi, Durga, 
Saraswati, all saptha rishis, everybody came in one form, than attacked. 
What else? Is it boring you guys? New subject and …whats going on and… 
 
Students: No. 
 
Gustav: Swamiji, is this possible to use Maha Kali to access all these 
different forms, Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara through Maha Kali? 
 
Swami: Sure.  
 
Gustav: How? 
 
Swami: That’s why I made you to do, especially many people, “Try to 
chant Maha Kali, try to chant Maha Kali.” What time can you make it really 
beautiful Dwarakamai? How much time you need to require, guys? 
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Constanze: I think we need minimum two hours Swami, to clean it.  
 
Swami: Two hours? 
 
Constanze: Yes. 
 
Swami: Okay, after two hours later, first group I am taking the Simone 
group, then Nityaananda group, then Leslie group, try to be ready. The 
remaining people, you can be, take a little small nap in the Baba temple, or 
in the Jesus temple. We’ll see how fast they can make it. 
 
Constanze:  Should we save the water from the Dwarakamai in buckets? 
 
Swami: No, put in the bushes. 
 
Constanze:  Can we replace the towels underneath the amrutha lingam?  
 
Swami: Yes. Done?  
 
(In that moment, a big log in the dhuni fell off onto the ground.)  
 
Swami:  Let’s go! 
 
Lucia:  Swami, when you said the Leslie group, was it Lucia? 
 
Swami: Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, it´s a big confusion. Good guys, take a fast 
movement - help each others. 
 
Students: Thank you Swami! 
 

End of Talk 


